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IT TIE LITTLE THEATRE
Alexander Dean and Aleyn
Burtis Present Fantasy at
Little Theatre. To Be Giv
en Again Tonight at 8.

TEMPLETON, LOGIN,
C O l l H i SPEAK
AT EDUCATION CLUB

Maurice Maeterlinck’s “The Blue
Bird,” the second play of the summer
session, was presented last night by the
Montana Masquers, under the direc
tion of Alexander Dean. A fair-sized Miss
Johnson and Mrs.
audience enjoyed the play, which was
Andrews
Give Vocal
beautifully and effectively produced.
I t will be again presented this evening
Selections.
a t the Little Theatre beginning at 8
At the second meeting of the Edu
o’clock.
The scenery for the production was cation club, held Monday, evening in
designed by Aleyn Burtis, and together Room 202 of Main hall, the main fea
with the lighting system and the piano tures were talks given by Professor
accompaniment by John Hopper, it Payne Templeton and Professor S. R.
succeeded in capturing the mood of the Logan, of the educational department.
play. Some of the acting was unusual Professor Templeton discoursed on
extra-curricular activities, stressing
ly good. The cast were:
T y lty l__________ Charles Alderson particularly their development through
Mytyl
__________ Inez Hannes the centuries.
“The Greeks,” fommented the speak
Light ____________ _ Lillian Bell
er, "had music, athletics and elocution
Fairy B erylune___ ____________
________ Martha Hose McKenzie in their regular curriculum and con
Daddy T y l ----------!------- John Linn sidered those subjects upon which we
Mummy T y l_______Lillian Comar of today base our regular curriculum
Gaffer T y l _____ _ Marvin Belangie as extra-curricular activities.” The
Granny Tyl .........Jennie Houghton next appearance of extra-curricular ac
T im e .......... .................. Nelson Fritz tivities was in the Italian Court school,
N ig h t_____________ Mary Defter thence In the American schools of 1815
Tylo _____________ Delos Tborson and secondary schools of from 1825 to
T y le tte ............ ........ Arnold Gillette 1875. Through the old literary society,
B read ______:...............Jane Gation together with essay writing and de
S u g a r...............................Marie Bell bating teams, the exar-curricular ac
F i r e __________Katherine Fleming tivities were used in the period of to
W a te r____________ Callie Allison day, which, from the great number of
Wolf ,_____________ ' Nedra Geer extra-curricular organizations among
Pig ____________ Myron Soelberg adults, as well as school students, may
B u ll___________ Marvin Belangie be spoken of as the area of extra-cur
Horse _________ Lowndes Maury ricular activities.
Professor Logan discussed “The
Sheep________ Charles Bergland
Oak _____________ __ Hay Lewis Charter of Education.” In his discus
sion he declared that a spirit of more
F i r ______________________ Helen Maddox
Beech__________ , Dorothy Haegg giving and less getting is needed in
C yprus__ ________ Gordon Bunney education. Following the Intelligence
test came the character tests which
W illow__________________ RobertTiernan
I v y ________ Annabelle McKenzie took their places in education. The
speaker
said that more and more edu
Fairy’s D aughter___ Peggy Dixon
Little Blue Children—Virginia Coon cators throughout the entire country
ey, Charlotte Randall, Dolores are beginning to realize the need for
Balias, Joan Randall, Peggy Dix better judgment and moral and scien
on, Lucy Clapp, Allison Merriam, tific attitudes as aids to the character
Mary Anne Frazier, Peggy Kitt, of education.
Following Professor Logan’s discus
Paul Clapp, Prudence Clapp, Mary
Beth Clapp, Curtis McKenzie, sion, R. J. Cunningham, secretary of
Charles McDonald, Patricia Free the Montana Teachers’ association,
said a few words to the assembly. Mr.
man.
Stars, Perfumes and Will o’ the Wisp Cunningham declared that success in
—Virginia Cooney, Maybelle Wil education oftentimes depends upon
lard, Mary Joe Dixon, Nan Walsh, character.
Preceding the talks two selections
Irma Jane Robertson, Katherine
were sung by Mrs. Andrews, and two
Fleming, Louise Lubrecht.
Production manager._.’....Aleyn Burtis vocal numbers by Miss Johnson. At
Stage manager.____ ______John Linn the conclusion of the meeting refresh
ments were served.
Assistant stage managers....... ..........
____ William Garver, Verna Grant
E lectrician........... ......Myron Soelberg
Properties______Elizabeth McKenzie
Business manager..____ Merlie Cooney
Make-up.__i-----------------------------Arnold Gillette, who received his de
Katherine Fleming, Jane Gation,
gree from the University last spring,
Vera Hanawalt.
win enter Yale university this fall to
“The Bluebird” was first presented study dramatics under Alexander Dean
air the Moscow Art theater and was and Professor Baker. Gillette will
designed by Gordon Craig, its first major in directing and scenic design.
reception met with great success. In He plans to spend two years in the
the United States the "Bluebird” ran eastern school.
for two years in New York and was
While a student here Gillette won
taken on a tour for another two years. national fame as a track star and still
The original cast included such stars holds two Pacific Coast conference rec
as Edith Wind Matthison, Buford ords In the mile and two-mile. He also
Hampden and William Williams.
won the two-mile a t the National In
The purpose of the play is to rep tercollegiate meet in Chicago in 1926.
resent in types and figures the search He was captain of the University track
of man after the highest things of the team in 1927.
spirit.
According to Henry Rose, writing in
Oliver H. Campbell, superintendent
1911, “The Bluebird” primarily stands of schools a t Manhattan, Mont., is a
for celestial truth, and it stands for guest a t the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
happiness only In a subordinate sense. house.
Primarily the “Bluebird” is not a sym
bol of happiness. But just as from
bread we get sustenance, from celes
Reproductions of snapshots taken
tial truth, which is what the "Blue on the various week-end excursions
bird” typifies happiness may be derlced.
which have been displayed on the
Two peasant children, Tyltyl and bulletin board in Main Hall may
Mytyl, are represented as having re be secured for five cents each. En
tired to bed on a certain Christmas largements, plain and colored, of
Eve—the Eve of the anniversary of the
these may be obtained at prices
birth of the Great Teacher through
varying with the size of the en
whom the latest and greatest manifes largement
tations of spiritual truth were made
Orders should be placed in the
knwon to the world. The children are
President’s office, where al photos
visited by Fairy Berylune, who says are available, thus insuring prompt
that she is in search of the “grass that
service a t cost Payment is re
sings and the bird that is blue.” She quired at the time of placing order.
is especially desirous of obtaining the
Sample reproductions and en
b ird ; she wants It for her little child
largements are on display in Main
who Is ill. She asks the children to
Hall. I t Is requested th a t if pos
accompany her in the search, in real
sible, orders be placed at the be
ity to seek the bird themselves. She
ginning of the students’ last week
gives to Tyltyl a little magic hat, havat the University.
— ------“ ~l—ltlnnnrl on Page 4)

Montana Graduate to
Enter Yale University

ALEYN BURTIS.

ALEXANDER DEAN.
Prof. Dean, the visiting pro
fessor in dramatics for the sum
mer term, is the man who is large
ly responsible for the well fin
ished productions which are be
ing given in the Little Theater.
He directed the production of
plays at Montana several years
ago, and managed some of the
Ways of Securing Accuracy
best presentations
which the
Masquers have ever made.
In News Discussed
In 1916 Prof. Dean graduated
By Speaker.
from Dartmouth college with an
A. B. degree, and for a year after
that did graduate work a t Har
Clarence K. Streit, a graduate of
vard university.
He first came
the Montana School of Journalism and
to the University of Montana, as
a prominent correspondent for some of
an instructor in English and di
the larger' New York papers, spoke
rector of dramatics, in 1920, and.
before journalism students this morn
served here for two years.
In
ing. He discussed the general subject
1923 he was occupied as director
of the dependability of news stories.
of the Little Theater of Dallas,
"Newspapers strive to be organs
Texas, and in the same year he
upon which the public can depend, and
lectured in drama a t the summer
the paper’s dependability hinges gen
session of the University of Mich
erally on the accuracy of its report
igan. From 1923 until 1927 he
ers," said Mr. Streit in a general state
was associate professor of dra
ment concerning the subject.
matic a rt and literature in the
During the course of his talk he gave
School of Speech of Northwest a general review of the methods of
em university.
Lately he has
reporting
and checking which news
been engaged in dramatics work
papers use to insure their accuracy.
a t Yale university.
He illustrated his talk largely with
He is now directing rehearsals
accounts from his own experience and
for the play “The Blue Bird,”
that
of others, telling several interest
which is to be presented tonight
ing stories concerning the handling of
in the Little Theater. The nature
news.
Mr. Streit has had wide ex
of this play is somewhat like that
perience in newspaper work, having
of “The Piper,” a very successful
"handled the news from both ends,"
Masquers play which he directed
and is able to discuss the newspaper
in 1921.
from more than one angle. At the
conclusion of his talk, Mr. Streit an
swered and discussed for the class
several questions which were asked.
Clarence K. Streit, who was gradu
ated with the class of 1919, is yisiting
friends and relatives in Missoula aiid
on the campus after an absence of
nine years.
Tryouts are being held this week
Mr. Streit, after completing the
for parts in the third and last play
of the summer session. The produc course in journalism at the University,
went
to Oxford as a Rhodes scholar
tion, a farce-comedy in three acts, will
be presented in the Little Theatre and during the first four months of
his second year there served as Near
Wednesday, August 15.
More than twenty men and women East correspondent for the Philadel
have already tried for places In the phia Ledger. During this time he cov
cast which Is made np of five male ered the return of King Constantine
and seven female parts. Preliminary and the Grecd-Turkish war, and is also
tryouts were held on Monday after credited with being the first foreign
noon of this week, and the finals will newspaper representative to interview
take place tomorrow afternoon and Mustafa Kernel Pasha after the new
evening. A tryout will be given from government was established. Until
3 :30 to 5 o'clock in the afternoon for February, 1923, Mr. Streit was Rome
those who can come a t that time. correspondent for the Public Ledger
The first rehearsal will be held and during the period handled the
at 7:15 in the evening, at which time writing of the death and coronation of
those students will be tried out who the Pope, the conferences a t Genoa,
have not been able to turn out before, Lausanne and the Hague and the
and the tentative cast will begin work. Fascist! march on Rome.
The following year he was transfer
Work on the scenic end of the pro
duction will also begin this week-end, red to the Near East and covered the
and selection of a production staff establishment of the Turkish and
will be made soon by those in charge. Greek republics, the abolishment of
Anyone interested in this line of stage the Caliphate and the expulsion of the
work is urged to see John Linn or Bill Osman dynastry. In May, 1924, he
Garver as soon as possible. The reg handled the Olympic games at Paris
ular class In stagecraft is discontin for the Public Ledger. Several months
ued a t the end of the six weeks' term, later he joined the foreign staff of the
but the same type of work will be con New York Times and accompanied the
tinued afternoons and evenings of the De Prorok archaeological expedition to
last three weeks for those who are de Carthage and other localities in Al
sirous of acquiring experience in this geria and Tunis. Following that, Mr.
Streit covered, the Riff war in Moroc
type of work.
co until he assumed the central and
southeastern correspondence for the
Times, with offices in Vienna.
The Balkans next claimed his atten
tion and he remained in Roumania un
til his expulsion by the powers for
commenting too freely on existing con
ditions. He was again stationed in
Permission to reprint a story that Rome as correspondent for the Times
appeared in the May issue of the Fron and was later sent to Paris.
tier has been requested by Edward J.
During the past year Mr. Streit has
O'Brien, collector of the Best Short
been on the cable desk in the New
Stories of the year.
York Times office, except for a tour
The request to publish James Ste
when he covered the Lindbergh good
vens’ story, “The Romantic Sailor,”
will flight to Mexico and to the West
was made of Professor Harold Guy
Indies.
Merlam, chairman of the English de
After the Great War he wrote and
partment a t the University and editor
published "Where Iron is, There is the
of the Frontier, which is published In
German Fatherland.” This book was
Missoula.
written after a tour of the battlefields
Mr. O’Brien’s request is one of the
made in company with several jour
greatest honors that could be bestowed
nalists shortly after the conflict.
upon the magazine, literary critics
His book, "Hafiz, the Tongue of the
said. There are usually but 20 stories
Hidden," will appear In September. It
published in each volume of the col
is a translation of the verse of an old
lection and selection of the Frontier
Persian poet, and critics who have
story is especially significant, coming
read the manuscipt predict that Mr.
as it does from a magazine that was,
Streit has done for Hafiz what Fitz
until a year ago, purely a campus pub
gerald did, for Omar Khayam. The
lication.
Viking press is publishing the volume.
The O’Brien collection will list the
Mr. Streit and his wife and children
three other short stories of the May will remain in Missoula for several
issue of the Frontier, “Mike,” by Merle weeks visiting a t the home of his
T. Haines, a student a t the Univer father, L. L. Streit, and his brother,
sity, is given three stars, “Years,” by Norman C. Streit, 635 Brooks street.
Alice Passano Hancock of Missoula is
given three stars also, and “Hans,” by
Mary Hartwick, who lives in the Swan MAJOR F. W. MILBURN IS
EXPECTED TO RETRUN SOON
river valley, is given one star.
Besides this latest and greatest rec
ognition, the Frontier has recently been
Major Frank W. Mllburn, Grizzly
commended by the literary supplement coach is expected to. return to Mis
of the London Times, and the poem soula the last of this or the first of
“Peter Schatt, by Ethel Romlg Fuller, next week. He has acted in an offic
which first appeared in the pages of ial capacity a t the annual Reserve
the Frontier, was reprinted In the cur Officers Training Camp a t Fort
rent poetry page of the July 14 issue George Wright near Spokane, during
-of the Literary Digest.
the last six weeks.

ADDRESSES SCRIBES

CAST TO BE SELECTED
FOR LAST PRODUCTION

Aleyn Burtis is the visiting in
structor in the Department of
Dramatics, where , he is teaching
stagecraft and play production.
He also supplements Prof. Dean’s
direction of the summer session
plays by his handling of the stage
effects and properties.
Mr. Burtis is a graduate of
Northwestern University, having
received his B. S. from the Medill School of Journalism at
Northwestern. He was also a stu
dent in the Chicago Academy of
Fine Arts nad has studied in the
Chicago Art Institute.
Since
1924 he has been serving as tech
nical director of the North Shore
Theater Guild, and has also been
engaged as a rt director in the
Arthur William Swan studio of
Chicago. He has lately been
manager of the Little Theater
Tournament for the Chicago
Drama League.
In dramatic work, particularly
a t Montana, Mr. Burtis is someth
ing of a specialist in the mechan
ical side of play production—
scene designating, costuming, and
lightning. His classes, which are
made up mainly of advanced stu
dents, deal with this phase of
the drama. An example of Mr.
Burtis’ own work along this line
may be seen when the second play
of the summer session is pre
sented. The scenery and lighting
used in this play contribute great
ly to its beautiful and fantastic
effect.

HIS STUDENTS IN RECITAL
Professor DeLoss Smith, of the
School of Music a t the State Univer
sity, will present a few of his vocal
students in a recital in the University
auditorium Friday evening at 8:15
o’clock.
The program will be as follows:
Three Indian Songs............Cadman
From the Land of the Sky-Blue
Water.
Far Off I Hear a Lover's Flute.
The Moon Drops Low.
Fern Johnson.
Three Songs_________ MacDowell
The Swan Bent Low.
To a Wild Bose.
Deserted.
Erva Love.
Stars With Golden Feet Are Wan
Hoffman
dering ____
I Love Thee ...........
Grieg
He Cam e_____
Franz
Helen Maddock.
Oh, For a Breath of the Moorland
...........
Whelpley
I Am Not R ead y ..............Whelpley
Mrs. Bernice Andrews.
The Morning W in d .......Branscombe
Mammy’s S o n g ................. — Ware
She Stands There Sm iling--------......._________
Lieurance
Greta Shriver.
S u n se t__ :_________ Horace Lark
How Many a Lonely C arav an ___ ,.
_________;_____ ._____ ... Finder,
Lillian Bell.
R a in _______________ Pearl Cnrran
One Fine Day (Mme. Butterfly
.... Song) ....____
Puccini
A Rose and a Dream ......... Gilbert
Nan Walsh.
Louise (from Louise) __ Carpentier
Spring Time J o y ........... _...._ Clarke
Do Not Go My Love____ Hageman
Bitterness of Love.... James P. Dunn
Gladys Price.
The students appearing in the re
cital will be accompanied by Lowndes
Maury, Jr.

Works of Old Masters
Will Be Exhibited
Works of modern artists such as
Robert Wesley Amick and D. P. Mc
Gill and of old masters among whom
are Corot, Mellet, Velasquez, Holburn
and Rembrandt, are included in the
exhibit which will be hung in the Li
brary on Monday and Tuesday of next
week.
The exhibition which is to be shown
under the auspices of the Colonial Art
company, Includes etchings, copper
plate photogravures and oil reproduc
tions.
Arnold Wedum, who Is working for
his master’s degree in biology, plans
to do some technical work in bacter
iology, and Helen Wllkems, working
for her master’s degree in biology,
plans to do some histological work on
rates. They will work until fall.
Misses Harriet and Clara DeWltt
were called home the first of the
week because of the sudden death of
their mother in Kansas City.
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HIGHEST AVERAGE OF YEAR
E POINTS IS SEI
ROCKCREEKWILL
BE DESTINATION OF
SIXTH EXCURSION
Hike Over Mount Stuart Is
Cancelled Due to Lack
Of Horses.
The sixth week-end trip has been
changed from the hike to the top of
Mount Stuart, as previously scheduled,
to an automobile trip to the Quigley
ranch on Rock Creek, 40 miles east if
Missoula. The change was made nec
essary because pack horses could not
be obtained to carry supplies to Mount
Stuart, acording to Dean Stone.
The trip to Rick Creek will take two
days, starting Saturday at 8 a. m.
and ending Sunday evening. The party
will start from Main hall. Those tak
ing the trip will have an overnight
camp in the woods on Rock Creek,
where wonderful fishing may be had.
The scenery around the Quigley ranch
is of the best that Western Montana
has to offer and many hiking trips can
be taken from the ranch.
The cost of the trip will be $5.70 to
those eating at other places than Cor
bin hall, and $4.95 to Corbin hall res
idents. Two dollars and fifty cents
will be charged those who furnish
their own transportation and who are
non-residents in Corbin hall, while 75
cents will be the charge to those re
siding in Corbin hall and furnishing
their own transportation.
Everyone wishing to take the trip
must register a t the business office in
Main hall not later than 4 p. m. today.

10 TESI NEW REMEDY
How effective new treatments for
sleeping sickness discovered by Uni
versity of Wisconsin scientists will be
in fighting the dread disease will be
tested in tropical Africa by Dr. W. K.
Stratman-Thomas, Madison, an alum
nus of the University of Wisconsin,
who sails from New York on August
2. Dr. Stratman-Thomas was award
ed a John Simon Guggenheim fellow
ship for 1928-29, and will be stationed
at Stanleyville, Belgian Congo, about
1,500 miles up the Congo river in
Africa.

Sigma Kappa and Alpha Tau
Omega Lead Sororities and
Fraternities; Women Have
Higher Average Than Men
Sigma Kappa and Alpha Tau Omega
led the sororities and fraternities in
scholarship standing for the spring
quarter with Alpha Xi Delta and Sig
ma Alpha Epsilon taking second hon
ors.
The women of the University have a
higher average for the spring session
than have the men. The women averzioqs uatn yqj ojiqji 'sqmod OS'XZ 3at3v
an average of 18.55 grade points. The
average for the entire student body for
the spring is 19.91. The average for
the spring quarter is the highest of
any during the year. The students
averaged 18.15 grade points for the
autumn quarter and 19.79 grade points
for the winter session.
Non-sorority women show a higher
scholarship average than the sorority
members with an average of 22.89
grade points as compared with an av
erage of 20.37 grade points for the
sorority. The same is true of the men,
fraternity groups averaging 16.67
grade points, while non-fraternity men
averaged 21.40 grade points. Frater
nity men and women averaged 18.30
and non-fraternity men and women av
eraged 22.13, In the case of fraternity
men and women, those living outside
the fraternity and sorority houses
show a slightly higher scholarship av
erage than those living in the chapter
houses.
Freshman women led the freshmen
in scholarship standing for the quar
ter with an average of 19.70, the men
averaging 17.69. The total average for
the freshmen is 18.64.
Freshman women residing in Cor
bin hall led the dorms with an average
of 21.13, North haU was second with
an average of 20.45 and South hall
averaged 20.42. Freshmen living in
fraternity houses averaged 14.33 while
freshmen residing elsewhere than the
halls or houses had an average Of
16.96.
The index for the quarter, that is
the number of grade points per credit
made by the whole student body, was
1.299; this was the highest of the year.
The index for the autumn quarter was
1.157 and 1.257 for the winter quarter.
Delta Delta Delta and Alpha Tan
Omega led the sororities and frater
nities in scholarship standing for the
entire year with Alpha Phi and Delta
Sigma Lambda holding second place.
University women averaged 21.42
for the year and the men had an av
erage of 17.44. The average for the
student body for the year was 19.25.
Non-fraternity men and women led
fraternity men and women, making On
average of 20.79. Fraternity groups
had an average of 18.11 for the year.
The order In which the Greek letter
groups rate for the spring session is.

He will remain in England about a
month, and will spend a few weeks
on the Continent of Europe before he
sails from Antwerp to Boma, a t the
mouth of the Congo.
Sororities.
Sigma Kappa ......................... 24.13
In the laboratory of Dr. C. C.
Alpha Xi Delta .........
-22.97
Chesterman at Stanleyville, Dr.
Delta Delta D e lta ________ .22^1
Startman-Thomas will test six new
Apha
P
h
i
____
__________
.20.72
drugs which have proved extremely
Kappa Kappa Gamma .......... 20.35
efficacious in the treatment of ex
Kappa Delta __________ 19.85
perimental sleeping sickness. He has
Delta
Gam m a____________ 19.04
participated in work which has been
Kappa Alpha T h e ta ____ __17.61
progressing at the state university for
Alpha Chi Omega ________ 17.54
the lose eight years under Drs. A. 8.
Fraternities
Loevenhart and W. F. Lorenz. Part
Alpha Tau Omega.................. 19.80
of the research resulted in the discov
Sigma Alpha Epsilon______ .18.01
ery of the value of tryparsamtde in
Kappa Sigma ---- ----------- 17.74
the treatment of general paresis.
Sigma Nu ______________17.41
Dr. Stratman-Thomas received the
Delta Sigma Lambda _____ .17.17
degree of doctor of philosophy in
Phi Delta Theta__________ 16.04
pharmacology in 1927, and became a
Sigma C h i___________
15.92
doctor of medicine In Jnne, 1928.
Phi Sigma Kappa--------------14128
Should he find a simple and ade
Sigma Phi Epsilon------------- 14.01
quate remedy for tryanosomiases,
The order in which the fraternity
(African sleeping sickness) which is
groups rate for the entire school year
commnnicated by the tsetse fly, prac
tically a new continent will be thrown is:
Sororities
open to development. More than one
.23.14
million square miles of tropical Africa
_22.88
is in the sleeping sickness area.
..22.3Q
-21.55
Kappa Kappa Gamma-------..21.1$
NOTICE.
..21.10
-19.21
Men and women desirous of try
..18.7Q
Alpha Chi Om ega____
ing out for parts in the last play
Kappa Alpha Theta--------- ...18.09
of the summer session, to be pre
Fraternities
sented August 15, are urged to try
.19.52
out a t the Little Theater Friday
Delta Sigma Lambda_____ ..18129
afternoon between 3:30 and 5
Phi Delta Theta ...........
16.18
o’clock or Friday evening between
.16.13
7:15 and 9 o’clock. The first re
Sigma Alpha Epsilon______.15.86
hearsal of the production will take
Kappa Sigma __ ________ ...15.58
place a t the latter time.
(Continued on Page 4)
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rnal unrest that is our

But as there is no perfect realization, so for
him who really tries there can be no failure.
And thus are we best pleased. What could
we do with a perfect world?
“ The joy is in the journey; tbe secret is
in the search.*’
L. M. V-D.

“An Intellectual Aristocracy.”
R. LEON J. RICHARDSON, of the Uni
versity of California, at a meeting of
the third annual conference of the
American Association for Adult Education at
Swathmore college, declared unequivocally for
what he characterized as an “ intelligent aris
tocracy.” Asserting that all sense of value
is dropped when “ distinction and recognition
are abandoned,” he claimed that “ the same
thing that is the matter with our democracy
is the matter with our education.”
In agreeing with Dr. Richardson, Dr. Capen
of the University of Buffalo, said that “ every
body cannot use the higher education. There
are certain areas in the field of education that
are available to the few, and the segregation
of the superior students is going on in all the
colleges. It is they who must lead in your
democracy—for democracies have leaders.”
Which is very true. But we should not for
get that while democracy requires leaders, it
demands intelligent cooperation from the peo
ple. Nor should we take too much stock in
the delightful, if not selfishly personal philos
ophy that is, briefly expressed: “ Get all you
can out of life and let the masses seek the
nether regions in their own wilful way.”
And that philosophy is advocated by many
intellectual leaders—so-called or otherwise.
An “ intellectual aristocracy” is their con
ception of Utopia—a conception which does
not justify the existence of our educational
system ; and which is not a verification of our
faith in democracy or the masses.
True progress is measured not by the
knowledge or circumstances of the few at the
top, but by the conditions and intelligence
of the whole people of a nation. It is only the
raising of those levels in the masses that jus
tifies the existence of school, church and state.
That in spite of the belief of the “ Intellec
tual Aristocracy.”

D

Copy Reade
ness Mans*

Cui Bono?
VOICE of ineffable melancholy wails
in the wind of night. Compared with
■ it, all sounds of human woe are feeble,
ephemeral, transitory. It rose from the deep
at creation's first sunset to breathe a sad
whisper, a question unanswerable, in the ear
of the new-made earth. It moaned around
the walls of Carthage, the palace of the Incas,
tho cathedral towers of Eheims. And when
all that is, is not, it will remain, to voice the
futility of man's endeavor—the sigh of break-1
ing hearts, fallen nations, and dying worlds.
When the chill breath of night sweeps across
the heart-strings, they vibrate in response. |
The struggle is tremendous, the soul is crushed
with utter weariness; the goal is unattainable.
Yes, all ideals are unattainable. Where is
the flawless character? the home without dis
cord? the 100% efficient organization? the
ideal society? Where in the dark and blood
stained past shine the truth and beauty
sought by men for untold thousands of years?
Lovely dreams still. Have we then accom
plished nothing?
Wo know better. We know that we have
come a long w ay; and that everyone who has
struggled toward an ideal has dragged us all
with him a little'farther toward the light.
And we thrive on struggle. It is our means
of growth.
Growth—here, not in fulfillment, we find
tho purpose of our desires and longings.
Hence our dreams will be with us always, fill-
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Book Reviews
DAY OF FORTUNE.
By Norman Matson.
The Century Co.
London critics have stolen nr march
on American readers by being the first
to "discover” and acclaim Norman
Matson's "Day of Fortune.”
“Day of Fortune” is an American
novel by an American author. The
London edition of the book, however,
has already been published and Eng
lish critics are now occupied In the
unmftml business of booming a new
American novel before the American
critics have had their chance at it.
"To his story of a boy’s youth,” say3
the critic of the Westminster Gazette,
"Mr. Mutson brings a quality of ob
servation that is almost childlike in
its sensitive response to every moment
as> it passes. 'Day of Fortune’ is a
novel of unusual merit.”
The Loudon Times Literary Supple
ment calls tho novel "a beautiful and
poignant account of a very definite
phase of modern life.” The Irish
Times boldly states that "Mr. Matson
bus produced a book which invites
comparison with Theodore Dreiser's
'An American Tragedy*.”
The Century Co. reports that a small
edition distributed here among authors
and critics has elicited praise from
William Lyon Phelps, Dorothy Canfield Fisher, Sinclair Lewis, John K.
Winkler, Robert Herrick and many
others,
E. M. Foster, author of "Aspects of
tho Novel,” offered to contribute a
foreword to the American edition
which unfortunately had already been
Issued from the presses. It is likely,
however, that it will appear in later
editions.

but not to live happily ever after. A
husband, she finds, is not a lover
whom one sees by appointment or by
clandestine meetings.
"When two people are In love the
whole world tries to keep them apart;
and they insist on being together.
And when they get married the whole
world pushes them together and they
just naturally fly apart.”
She wanted a love affair and what
she got was "a house and bills and
dishpans and general hell.” In other
words, two youngsters rush into m ar
riage too hastily without sensible de
liberation, without foresight, without
preparation.
Their dream of idyl
lic bliss is shattered and they are then
weak and incapable Of coping (or even
trying to cope) with the resulting situ
ation. There are probably thousands
of cases like this, many of them ag
gravated, as was this one, by the "ad
vice” of an older married sister who
has made a sap of her husband.
But, probably not all of them have
the contributions made by the girl’s
father who seems to voice the author’s
own comments ironically, unconven
tionally, and iconocl&stically. He be
lieves that Don Juan and Cassanova
had the right ideas and that boys
should not have a monopoly on wild
oats. But the unfortunate aspects of
his remarks Is that they have a rich
savoring of cynicism. He, too, is
weak, but having gone through the
mill, he is unable to escape from irk
some reality except by cynicism. The
youngsters, even in the solution which
the author gives them at the end of the
play, run away from the situation
which proved to be too much for them
to handle. It will be seen, then, that
the plot material Is thin and that it
is remarkable that the writer produced
therefrom a three act play which has
been lauded by the majority of critics.
Evidently it is a play which sould
be seen and heard in the theater with
competent actors, and not read crlti
cally, because the reader has the re
grettable opportunity of seeing the
wheels go ’round, of discovering the
author’s machinations, and of paus
ing to examine too curiously.
“Saturday’s Children” is not a lab
oratory specimen.
—W. A.

CLARA BOW
‘It Ain’t a Bad Show
Cull.”
Yuh see, cull, ris is Anoder story
about our molls and de orful time dey
has tryin’ to make us birds walk de
straight and narrow. Dey call it
"Ladies of the Mob,” and this red
headed Bow queen plays the heavy
sweetie dat tries to get her man tnh
reform. Course to us guys it’s all a
lot of hoity-toity but de rest of de folks
swallows it all. See? Heh, heh.
Take it from me, boy, dis Clara Bow
is all on de up-and-up. She’s there.
And how. And this lad Arlen dat
plays the racketeer aint so dusty
neither. Course he’s kind of rough on
his moll but he’s a pretty straight guy
and knows his stuff. Yuh know what
I mean. He acts more like an honest
yegg than most of these milk-fed bim
bos that swagger through a lot of
of scenery.
An’ heres anoder ting. De bird what
wrote de story is a lifer In San Quen
tin. Hows that for real goods. Course
de racket game has changed recent but
it aint so bad a t th a t
Dat’s a swell scene when de bulls
corner de moll and her heavy sugar in
der house and sta rt pumpin’ lead
trough de windows. Dey gets out all
O. K. but de bulls nab ’em wen de goil
shoots her guy to keep him from doin’
a job dat night. Den dey rigs up a lot
of baloney about de guy seein’ de light
and agreein’ to reform and marry de
skirt when dep gets out of stir.
—D. T.

“ The Blue B ird’

THE ORACLE

It is not often we are given an op -j
I port unity to enjoy so beautifully gym-!
| bolicat and relatively difficult of preI sentation a play ns Maeterlinck’s
j "Bine Bird.” Even less often will a
I dramatic director and scenic manager
I attempt its production on a stage limIited as is th at of the Little Theatre.
But last night as we watched Tyltyl
I and Mytyl search for the "Blue Bird
GENUS SAP.
j
that
brings happiness” we were glad
I take her off to night clubs gay—
that Alexander Dean and Aleyn Burt is
She knows me.
chose
this for their second presenta
Their robber bills I freely pay—
tion. And we did, at Its conclusion,
She knows me.
feel some of the happoness that the
She flouts me, nor will she relent.
Until on flowers and food I’ve spent children had sought but not definitely
found.
A goodly sum, although I ’m bent—
. We had feared that the necessary
She knows me.
shifting and putting of scenes and acts
might effect the unity of a play that
To her I’m just a Santa Claus—
is, even in its original form, not overly
She knows me.
cohesive. Nothing of the sort hap
I meekly pay the cost because
pened. The scenes and acts were skill
She knows me.
fully juggled and their sequence was
I gadly buy her that and this,
natural though different from that of
But when I tell her, "Good night, sis,"
Maeterlinck’s.
And intimate a little kiss,
Martha McKenzie, as the Fairy
She "no’s” me!
Berylune, did some excellent acting.
HIT OR MISS.
Her sudden stamping and spinning
startled an enthralled little boy who
PARADOXICAL.
was near us, more than once. And
The people who have only their time
he followed, too, every droop and Jerk
to spend do not even know how to
of her sallow mask.
spen that—else they would have more
• Especially fine was the pantomimic
than their time to spend.
work of Inez Hannes as Mytyl. Her
Edward Hope has discovered in portrayal of a child’s naivete was gen
"The Lantern” an issue that may well uine, and It preserved, to a great ex
be used, to overshadow the prohibition tent, the child spirit that is so essen
question by any campaign manager... tial to the mood of the play. Though
“Everybody knows
th at Julius she had little to say she was consis
Caesar bungled the leap year business tently acting the little girl—and nice
fully, so that he got the world 10 ly.
Students who take the week-end trip
The pompous and substantial "Soul”
s ahead of Itself in the next six
teen hundred
years.
Everybody of Bread also was equally good In pan this Saturday will have the opportunity
tomime
and
speech.
But
what
pleased
of looking over the old Quigley ranch
knows, too, that Pope Gregory cor
rected Caesar’s error by omitting us considerably was the grandmother’s and reduction plant In the Rock Creek
three leap years in every four cen voice and lack of action th at was so d istrict
finely grasped by Jennie H&ughton;
turies. . . .
The Quigley ranch has a history all
"Little does the ordinary voter re  really unusual in a young actor. She its own. In 1896 and 1897 great quan
can act Granny Tyl.
alize!
tities of gold-bearing quartz were
And Delos Thorson, as Tylo, has de were found in the Rock Creek region,
“The fact is that Pope Gregory’s
calendar is wildly inaccurate.. . . The veloped a bark th at would send any and prospectors, in trying to interest
cat,
save perhaps the agile Tylette, capital for the production of this gold,
National Geographic Society has re
vealed the truth. I t is time for piti scampering for a tree. So we might finally interested M*r. Quigley, a mil
proceed
through the entire cast—all lionaire spice manufacturer of Dela
less publicity........
“According to the Geographic So acted well.
ware.
ciety's calculations, our present cal
During the course of the play the
Quigley investigated reports of
endar loses forty-fuor minutes every little boy who was near ns watched “world-beating” veins of gold and
century! That amounts to 26.4 sec wonder-eyed the Blue Children, the finally sunk his entire fortune, amount
onds every year. By the year 4844, if dance of the Stars, of the Perfumes ing to about $4,000,000, into the gold
hny, it will mean a whole day, and and Will o’ the Wisp. He was enrap mine. George Babcock of Phillpsburg,
February 29 of that year will have tured by the music th at was nothing was made superintendent of the project.
to be omitted to bring about an ap less than a fancy’s bridge to the Fairy
A big reduction plant was built for
proximate, rule of thumb correction! Land of the Future and happiness. the refining of the ore and extensive
And we know that to him the fantasy mining operations were carried on. In
“Then to your tents, O Israel!
"To get personal for a moment, was very real.
a short time a small town was built
take the case of a young man thirtyTo the more mature of the audience
two last Saturday, brown hair and the play was perhaps not so much a
eyes, home-loving type, and spoken of fantasy as it was a fantastical inter
as attractive.. . . In the course of his pretation of one man's idea of tru th ;
life this young man had already lost and as such, deserving of no more con
14 minutes 4.8 seconds a t some in sideration than other men’s opinions—
Members of Alpha Chi Omega soror
calculable hour on July 14. He was and no less—even though it was more ity entertained a t a dinner Saturday
either 14 mniutes older or 14 minutes beautifully if less reasonably present evening a t 7 o’clock a t the Florence
younger than a negligent government ed. But for both old and young the play hotel, in honor of Kathleen Miller,
had led him to believe.. . .
was respite from the life th at so sel Marion Davis, Donna Fitzpatrick, Mar
“Whichever the truth is, we de dom allows us to seek for the Blue ion Wilcox, Opal Schott, and Miriam
mand action a t once. If we are four Bird of happiness in the Land of Mem Barnhill. Members of Alpha Chi
teen minutes older than we thought ory, of the Future and of Fancy.
Omega who were present were: Alice
we were, we insist on knowing it, so
Our only regret was th at there were Mapes, Mrs. Russell Sweet, Dorothy
that we may act our age. If we are not several hundred children, with Dodge, Inez Hannes, Helen Hayes,
fourteen minutes younger, we insist their parents, enjoying the treat.
Dorothy Hayes, Dorothy Davis, Betty
even more strongly on knowing that,
Certainly the efforts and work that Harrington, Anabelle McKenzie, and
for the same reason.. ..
must have been expended in directing Gladys Ping.
“Here is an issue that overshadows such a play and constructing such set
Miss Edna T ait of Whitehall, a jun
both the others completely. We hart! tings were deserving of a better at
given the politicians the hint. Let tendance. There is still time to bring ior a t the State University, arrived
them explain to the electorate. Give th a t little boy or girl you know, to today for a visit with friends. Miss
Tait is a member of Alpha Phi soror
the people back their precious sec night.
ity.
onds !”
—F. B.

Another Wise Crack

IQUGLEl RANCH HAS NTE RESTING HIST0R1 1

Society

FAIR WARNING.
The Yellowstone highway is also
the main street of a small town some
thirty miles west of our campus. And
these are the signs th at greet the mo
torist who dares—and can—go more
than twenty-five miles an hour on
that road:
SPEED
hour.

LIMIT

25 Miles per

CLOSE YOUR CUT OUT.

bargain, and over all a neat and work
manlike performance In critical analyMOTOR COP ON DUTY AT ALL
sies, such as one rarely sees in these HOURS.
impressionistic days.
"Anthony Trollope” is the latest ad ___a suitably engraved medallion
dition to the famous English Men of will be presented to anyone finding
Letters Series.
the cop or his motor.

A Comedy in Three Arts by
Maxwell Anderson
(Longmans, Green and Company)
It is probably expecting too much
of a book to hope that It will live up
THE RING FENCE.
to the glory of advertising which the
By PhHlpotts. The MacMillan Co.—
publisher gives it, or the Jacket, even
$2.50.
though It Includes quotations from
Devon lanes, gay with bluebells and
sane New York critics. It would seem
primroses, steep Devon hillsides and
that the critics have been very con
cozy
farmsteads, the banks of the Dart
siderate of the playwright’s attempt
and the boats of the salmon-fishers—
rather than of the result. The resultthese
form the settings for the new
lug product has not the merits of the
ANTHONY TROLLOPE.
author's admirable Intention. His By Hugh Walpole. The MacMillan PhiUpotts novel, “The Ring Fence,”
which is full of what one of the char
Idea la worthy; his motivatioug situ
Co,—$1.25,
acters calls “fine romantical situations,
ations Is well chosen and well ob
Poor little Anthony Trollope, beaten and exciting, too.”
served ; but his people, though typically
at school and neglected a t home, was
Farmer Churchward’s cherished
weak and shallow, dull and shortregarded as an Incumbrance al through dream was too add the Widow Narrasighted, are hardy given free rein
his boyhood. He was twenty-six when oott’s property to his own, and put a
enough to be themselves.
Conse
he succeeded in obtaining a post as I ring fence around the two. So he
quently, their behavler, their Ideas,
surveyor’s clerk In Ireland, and he I planned that his son should marry
and the ultimate concluding situation,
This was the first good for Mis. Narracott’s daughter, and when
though compatible with their char
tune of my life.” Soon after this he 1he found that the young people had
acters. Is largely the author's will and
began the writing of the novels that I quite different plans his rage knew no
phpuattre and convenient for his pur- hare made him famous.
I hounds. But his unwelcome daughterpoor. T be situation be introduces is
Hugh Walpole has written a little j In-law won him over and brought
very Ukvliy appalling!;y prevalent. A
book on Trollope’s life and work which I about the building of the ring fence
young ciri1of tbe city. middle d u n and
aU TrollopUna will relish.
a t la s t The amusing love affairs of
•M ophktkited, egged1 on by an older
This little book is an extremely enmarried a
«isnares tbe man with gaging affair for TrollopUns of any a young fisherman enter Into the story
as well as a number of other rivalries
whom tfc!• U "to lore * They marry
| shade, a very good biography in the I and entertaining scandals.

We have noticed one other thing
this summer th at should be a great
talking point in advertising the Uni
versity of Montana summer school.
Probably you, too, have noticed it.
There are young ladies on the campus
who are able to go almost an na
tural, a t least sockless, because of the
scarcity of mosquitoes. I t seems as
though our publicity men have over
looked this point
And the fish we caught were three
feet long—placed end to end.

In learning th at others have
thought it is well to keep in
practice the power to think for
one’s se lf; when an author has
added to your knowledge, pause
and consider if yon can add noth
ing to his.
LORD LITTON.

around the plant and between 500 and
600 men were employed.
Superintendent Babcock’s residence
was elegantly furnished, and, that be
ing before the time of automobiles, he
drove a team of fine thoroughbreds.
The residence was later purchased by
a group of Anaconda sportsmen, who
turned it into a country club.
As the mining operations continued,
the company found that the gold con
tent was not enough to make it pay.
Quigley was warned by several friends
and mining authorities to "get out
while the getting was good,” but he
continued mining as long as he had
anything with which to dig. When
his fortune was exhausted he returned
to work as a clerk in the Delaware
spice manufacturing company which he
had formerly owned.
There is still some placer mining
done in the side streams near Rock
Creek, although no real “strikes” have
been reported in th at section.
ens, Mrs. W. E. Schreiber, Miss Mary
Laux, Professor I. N. Madsen, Aleyn
Burtis, Professor Alexander Dean, Miss
Virginia Dixon, Miss Doroth Garvin,
Professor John Hopper and Miss
Theo Donnelly.

Miss Baumgartner to Leave.
Miss Leona Baumgartner, instructor
in the department of biology, will leave
Missoula on Friday, going first to Hel
ena for a few days, where she will be
the guest of Chancellor and Mrs. M. A.
Brannon, then to Lawrence, Kan.,
where she will join her father and
mother. Together they will go to Que
bec and sail from there on the
"Empress of Scotland” on August 10
for a year abroad.
Miss Baumgartner and her father
will study for a time a t the University
of Munich, Germany. The remainder
of their time in Europe will be spent
Miss Winifred Brennan was the hon in travel.
or guest at a dinner at Nine Mile, Mon
A BE R GROVE HAS
day evening a t 7 :30 o’clock. Those
Mrs. Gilbert Porter was hostess at
CEM ENT W ALK present were Miss Helen Groff, Miss an informal tea Friday afternoon for
Roxie Copenhaver, Miss LaGreta Low- Miss Leona Baumgartner.
It has happened! Someone broke man, Miss Margaret Maddock, and the
Mrs. Porter’s guests were Mrs. Clyde
down and provided for a cement walk honor guest
Murphy of Los Angeles, Mrs. Oakley
from the University car stop by North
Coffee, Mrs. A. G. Phelps, Miss Cath
Mrs. M. J. Hntchens entertained at erine Reynolds of Los Angeles, Miss
hall to Aber Grove. University stu
dents no longer will be afforded the a tea, Monday afternoon, for Mrs. Barbara Sterling, Miss Virginia Woods
pleasure of slipping through the mud Passano Hancock, Miss Alice Hancock, of Detroit, Miss Dorothy Peterson, Miss
on rainy days. And this walk may Mrs. E. M. Reynolds, Miss Catherine Virginia Dixon, Miss Ethlyne Parsons
seriously effect the Missoula business Reynolds, Miss Leona Baumgartner, and the honor guest.
in goloshes, for that one muddy stretch and Miss Dorotha Garvin.
caused many a co-ed to provide her
Mrs. Minnie Kruger of Chicago, sis
self with a pair for the precarious
Miss Ethelyne Parsons, with her ter of Mrs. W. L. Young, has arrived
voyage across that shining mire when parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Parsons, in Missoula to spend the remainder of
in a hurry to reach class.
left Missoula Monday morning for a the summer. She is accompanied by
But we won’t mourn the loss of trip to Seattle.
her son, Fred.
business in goloshes. Rather, we vote
Mrs. Kruger will be with the chflthnaks to the benefactor.
Miss Ivarose Geil has returned, from !dren of Mr. and Mrs. Young, who are
a vacation spent with her mother, in leaving Friday for an extended trip.
Jack Wheatley, ’27, spent a few days Anaconda, and with Miss Betty Tor
last week visiting his parents and rence, a t Hamilton.
Clarence A. Johnson, ’24, now em
friends in Missoula. He is now em
ployed by the Keystone Drug CoMDeer
ployed by the City Drug Co. of Ana
Mrs. Mabel Moriarty, now of Sdn Lodge; was a recent visitor to the
conda and reports that he likes his Francisco, is visiting with friends in
campus. He spent several days visit
work very much.
‘Missoula. Mrs. Moriarty will be re ing his parents In Missoula and friends
membered as Mabel Normand, a former in the Bitter Root.
He is making
student a t the State University.
plans to return to Missoula and com
SUMMER SESSION
plete his three year term in pharmacy.
Mrs. M. J. Hntchens has as her
Tentative Calendar for the Week, house guest Mrs. John Meeker of Ev
anston, Illinois, who wthi her daugh
July 30-August 4
NOTICE.
Monday, July 30. Art Exhibit by ters, Barbara and Martha, arrived in
the Colonial Art company in the Missoula Wednesday evening. The lat
Credits
for
a first gi
ter are guests of Miss Vivion Robert
Library.
cate may be earned
son. A number of social affairs have
Tuesday, July 31. Convocation,
school,
but
application
been planned in their honor.
tificate must be made ti
Main hall, 11 a. m. Dr. S. 8.
Brooks will speak. Bridge party,
county superintendent ;
PRESIDENT AND MRS. CLAPP
animation period.
North hall, 7 p. m. A rt Exhibit
ENTERTAIN.
Application which £
by the Colonial Art company in
President and Mrs. C. H. Clapp ensummer school is for i
the Library.
tertanied a t an informal supper Sun
Wednesday, August L Fly casting day evening a t 7 o’clock for Miss Leona of having your credits
state department and is
class on the oval 4 p. m.
Baumgartner, instructor in the biology
plication for a certifies
Thursday, August 2.
Informal department, who will be on leave from
MAY TRU
the University next year, doing re
dance, North hall, 7:30 p. m.
Superintendent
Saturday, August 4. Week-end trip search work and traveling abroad.
The guests were: Mr. and Mra
to Lolo hot springs.
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SUMMER STUDENTS LEWIS AND CLARK EXPEDITION OVER THE
ROCKIES WAS GUIDED BY INDIAN WOMAN
K BUFFALO IN
CARS 0KF[FTH TRIP
World Divided Into Opti
mists and Pessimists, Says
Speaker.

PIANO STUDENTS
HOLD RECITAL

Thirty-Six Week - E n d e r s
Meet “Bill,” Warden
Rose’s Pet Elk.
Buffalo chasing by automobile was
only one of the thrills experienced by
the thirty-six students and faculty
members who visited the National Bi
son Range Saturday.
Leaving Main hall a t 8 :15, the party
proceeded to the airport where they
saw several planes take off. Another
stop was made a t the old town of Hellgate where Montana’s first store build
ing, also the scene of the last Vigilante
trial, was inspected by the travelers.
When the sixty-mile journey had
been completed, camp was made in the
evergreen grove near the spring a t the
entrance to the reserve. While lun
cheon was being prepared, Warden
F. M. Rose told of experiences on the
range, and of the problems encountered
in his work. In the attempt to create
a permanent range there, overgraz
ing, said Mr. Rose, was the chief
difficulty.
The government had
helped to solve this by providing funds
for winter feeding of the herds in cor
ral. Getting the animals into the cor
ral, however, was something else
. again, Mr. Rose had learned.
I After luncheon, the party climbed
the 2000-foot ridge on the reserve in
the hope of seeing some of the game,
but only a distant glimpse of a buffalo
herd far down in the canyon was ob
tained. The view of the Flathead val
ley and the Mission range behind,
which they saw from the summit of the
ridge, was thought by the tourists,
however, to be ample reward for their
climb.
On the way to their evening camp
on the bank of the Jocko river the
company saw a buffalo herd a t close
range. Several cars started in pur
suit and an exciting chase and some
good snapshot close-ups resulted.
On the way home, the travelers saw
a half dozen elk grazing near the
river. The cars stopped and upon Mr.
Rose’s repeated call of “Bill,” one of
the animals left his companions, ac
cepted a piece of sugar from the war
den and allowed himself to be intro
duced to the occupants of the cars,
thrusting his nose inside each machine
in acknowledgment of greetings. “Bill,”
said Mr. Rose, had been found a help
less orphan when three years old and
had been raised by him on a bottle.
The return trip was completed about
ten o’clock Saturday evening.

“Is the World Growing Better?”
was the topic on which Rev. Dr. James
H. Snowden, summer school religion
Professor Hopper’s Students
instructor, discoursed a t last Tuesday’s
Stage Musical Program
convocation.
“This question,” declared the speak
Tuesday Evening.
er, “divides the w orld; it is the water
shed on one side of which stands the
Piano students of Professor John
optimist, and on the other the pessi
m ist The optimist points out that a Hopper of the school of music at the
rose grows out of mud, while the pessi University, appeared in a recital in the
mist wonders a t mud growing into a auditorium in Main hall a t 8 :15 o’clock
Tuesday evening.
rose.”
The program w a s:
Both these types of individuals take
Blumcnstuck-------------- Schumann
opposite sides, one saying th at the
world is growing worse and by way of
On the Lake__________ Williams
proof tells of the horrors of modern
Edna Kaiser
wars made doubly horrible by the in
P relu d e_________________ Friml
ventions of science, the very, inven
Eccossaises ___________ Beethoven
tions which the optimist points to as
Ruth Schuettler
proof of the world’s tendency toward
Folk Song, “Cuckoo”—
the brighter light “Both the optimist
Soldiers’ March ______ Schumann
and the pessimist,” declared Rev. Snow
Mary Ann Frazier
den, “have elements of truth in what
Solfegietto........................ P. E. Bach
they say; we can always find either
Catherine Raudebaugh
evil or good in anything if we will but
Rom ance_____________Christian!
look for i t ”
Laura Nelle Matlock
“This is a mixed world of both good
Summer Song__ Backer-Grondahl
and evil, but there must be more good
Two-Part Invention, D Minor
in it than there is evil,” said the speak
_____________________ Bach
er, “for else we should cease to exist
H arriet Walker
as evil is a destructive force and would
G ig a ___________________ Handel
wreck creation.” Then, too, humanity
Flying L eaves__________ Spindler
votes th at the world is good and that
Dorothy Olson
it would as lief linger in i t Often
T occata_______________ Parodies
times all seems evil, this is because in
F irst Movement, Sonata F
the din made by vice, for evil blows its
Minor, Op. 2______ Beethoven
own horn, we lose sight of the good
Alma Rice White
that’s around us. Despite this state
Girl With the Flaxen Hair—
of affairs, however, much good lurks
__________________ Debussy
under the disguise of evil. Many
En R oute____________.. Palmgren
forms of evil are necessary and good,
Lowndes Maury, Jr.
commented Dr. Snowden.
Etude, F Major.____________ Nollett
“Evil,” continued Rev. Snowden, “is
P u c k ____________________ Greig
descriptive rather than comparative. A
Dorothy Bussard
hundred years ago we had no radios, | Warum (Why) ______ Schumann
telegraph, airplanes, railroads and nu
Two-Part Invention, A Minor—
merous other things th a t have become
____
Bach
a vital p a rt of present day life. The
Eveline Blumenthal
progress of the world is not uniform,
The S w an______
Palmgren
we do not go forward as a single unit
Perpetual Motion ____ MacDowell
either in economic, moral or social
Ruth Bailey
progress, always there is some place
Serenade, B F lat Minor—
th at may be pointed to by the pessi
___________— Rachmaninoff
mist as an evil spot The world is
Prelude, G Minor__ Rachmaninoff
but a fragment of the universe and can
Lowndes Maury, Jr.
not be considered as a distinct p a rt;
From a Wandering Iceberg—
we must consider it with the stars.
_________________ MacDowell
“Knowledge is the mother of inven
Scherzino _________ Moszkow$£i
tion,” declared the speaker; “with the
Alma Rice White
beginnings of knowledge new sciences
Professor Hopper, who regularly
were devised and old ones were recon teaches in the Cornish School of Music
structed, all was changed. Astronomy
a t Seattle, is playing incidental music
today is a vastly different thing than
for “The Blue Bird,” which was pre
it was centuries ago. Knowledge is no sented in the Little Theater last eve
longer locked up from those who seek ning by the Montana Masquers, and
it. This is but another favorable sign will be again presented this evening.
of advancement
“Polygamy and slavery were but two
of the evils of the p a s t” stated Rev.
Snowden. “But the ancient Greeks,
th at are today extolled endlessly, to
gether with the ancient Romans, em
Professor Dorr Skeels of the school
braced these practices. Under such
of forestry gave an hour lecture to the
conditions moral progress was dorm ant
current events class a t the journalism
“In late years social progress has
school yesterday morning. He told of
been thought important enough to hold
the work th at the forestry school was
a place in legislative activities. Legis
| doing in the nursery and about the
lation has been passed abolishing abus
work of sending out the trees to the
ive types of child and woman labor,
dry land farm ers in the central and
and where not abolished conditions
eastern parts of the state. He an
were improved.
swered several questions about shelter
“Religion, too,” declared the speaker,
belts and the work being done to in
“has progressed greatly since the time
terest farm ers in starting them.
of the Greek; today Christianity in
cludes approximately one-third of the
Wallace Scott has secured a posi
. globe’s inhabitants. The Bible has been
tion as teacher and coach of football,
translated into the practical and has
basketball and track a t the Wibaux
now taken its place in education, social
county high school for the coming
development, and now is an influence
year.
in all our activities.
“On the face of things,” declared
Miss Mary Laux is entertaining at
Rev. Snowden, “the Great W ar was all
evil, but many worthy results have a dinner tonight a t the Florence. Fol
come of i t The League of Nations, lowing the dinner those present will
which is a growing concern with great be Miss Laux’s guests a t the presenta
promise, and the uplift given democ tion of the “Bluebird.”
racy, are but two of the worth-while
results. War is a vanishing thing.
Hardly four or five centuries ago the
G E T T H E B EST
business of fighting was the business
of life, but now things have changed
out of your Kodak pictures.
for the better.”
In concluding his discussion the For “ results" bring your films
speaker stressed the importance of the
to our store.
individual and declared th at it Is
through society’s smallest unit that Films in at 10 a. m. are out at
progress along the road of betterment
5 p. m.
may be gained.
Preceing the address on world bet
McKAY A R T CO.
terment, Mrs. Alma R. White, a mu
sic student, rendered two piano sesical student, rendered two piano se
lections.

Dorr Skeels Discusses
Forestry School Work

Mr. J . T. Pardee of Washington,
D. C., spent the week-end with his
daughter who is attending the sum
mer session a t the University.
Mr. Pardee who is a Government
Geologist, is now working around
Helena. Mr. and Mrs. Pardee expect
to return to Missoula sometime early
in August for a short visit.
Dub Murray spent the week-end
visiting with his parents in Butte
and returned for his classes Monday.

M A STE R CLEANER
& DYER
Garments, Furs, Gloves, H ats,
Carpets, Rugs, Draperies, Etc.
Garments
Insured
Against
Fire
ODORLESS
CLEANING

Phone 218

5-HOUR SERVICE

WILLIAM GARVER RETURNS
FROM YELLOWSTONE TRIP
William W. Garver, a graduate of
the University, returned yesterday
from a visit to Yellowstone National
Park, which he toured in company with
relatives.
Mr. Garver reports an interesting
trip through the park and states that
the height of the summer rush is on.
He observed cars from 35 states as
well as a number from the Canadian
provinces while there. He met a num
ber of university students who arc
working in the park daring the sum
mer including Robert Jelley, Rowe
Morrell, Lydia Maury, Henry Miller,
Helen Dahlberg and others.
On his way to the park Mr. Garver
visited Lyle Williams, ’27, editor and
publisher of the Three Forks Herald,
and Donovan Kvalnes, who is employed
a t the Yellowstone Trail information
bureau a t Three Forks.
Esmond Riberdy, '29, is a guest at
the Sigma Alpha Epsilon house for a
few days.

BY AL PARTOLL.
Noted for her deeds, remembered for
her loyalty, is Sacajawea, Bird Wom
an, guide of the Lewis and Clark ex
pedition aoross the Rockies. Born a
member of the Shoshone tribe, but
captured by a raiding party of Minnetarees and sold as a wife to a French
man named Charbonneau, who lived
among the Mandans, this Indian wom
an was to become the first heroine of
the West.
When Lewis and Clark on their
westward journey came to the land of
the Mandans in Eastern Montana, they
constructed a fort and prepared to
stay for the winter. (On Christmas
morning, 1804, the party hoisted the
Stars and Stripes over the fort, the
first time th at Old Glory was unfurled
in the West.) Nearby was the winter
camp of the Mandan tribe. Entering
into negotiations with Charbonneau,
Lewis and Clark secured him as a
guide and, interpreter for the trip over
the mountains. With him went Saca
jawea, mother of a month-old child,
ever ready to comply with her mas
ter’s wishes.
Sacajawea Guides Party.
When the spring thaw was over- the
expedition started west, and fortunate
for its members th at Sacajawea was
along, for on two occasions she en
abled the mission to be a success. The
first memorable act of guidance was
given when the explorers reached the
Three Forks of the Missouri. Recog
nizing the locality, Sacajawea directed
Lewis and Clark to take the south
fork.
Lewis in the hope of finding Indians
in th a t locality pressed up the south

CLIMB SE N T IN E L
TO AVO ID HEAT
Nine Corbinites successfully cheated
the hot summer nights of their dis
comfort last week when they spent the
night on Mount Sentinel a t the “M.”
Each carrying their blankets, they
took the path to the “M” fully decided
to make an adventure of the affair,
and found a spot level enough to secure
against rolling down hill while sleep
ing. The air was cool and the night
was beautiful. Missoula lights far be
low lent an enchantment to the scene.
But the troubles begun when they
prepared to sleep. Sharp-pointed rocks
formed an uncomfortable mattress.
Chill a ir penetrated the blankets and
stiffened their bodies. A couple of
girls going up to join the party after a
“date,” scared them into statues.
The next morning, however, light and
sun dispelled the discomfort and the
girls plan another night of i t
Dr. Freeman Daughters, chairman
of the department of education; F. E.
Smalley, Roundup, and J. B. Hines
and Payne
Templeton, Kalispell,
spent Saturday up the Backfoot on a
fishing trip. Although the fish were
not biting exceptionally well the
party brought home several nice ones.

A PPLICATION PHOTOS
$2.50 PER DOZEN
Special prices in lots of 25 or more.

COLVILLE ST U D IO

fork, which he named Jefferson. Will Be Given on Rhodes
Finding signs of Indians he and a few
Study Standards of
of his party crossed the Continental
divide a t Lemhi pass and struck Lemhi
Choice.
river, where camp was made.
Reconnoitering, Lewis came upon a
Students from Montana who wish to
band of Shoshones, and induced the
chief to return with him to the main attend Yale university will have an
p a rt of the expedition. When the opportunity tq gain a scholarship of
was called to act as interpreter. As. $750 for the freshman year and $500
party arrived a t the camp Sacajawea for the remaining three years, it was
the exchange of talk was about to be
announced yesterday a t New Haven,
gin Sacajawea suddenly sprang for
ward and embraced the chief, who was Conn.
The scholarships will be awarded by
Cameahwait, her brother. Immediately
the way seemed open, for Cameahwait the committee on undergraduate
promised to provide horses. Fulfill scholarships a t Yale upon recommen
ing his promise Cameahwait aided the
dation from alumni and school author
expedition, which then proceeded west
ities in the respective regions. In se
ward.
lecting students the committee will be
To the waters of the Pacific the ex guided by the well-known criteria
plorers travelled and with them Saca for the selection of Rhodes Scholars—
jawea, never asking any privileges, but manhood, force of character and mor
all the while caring for her papoose, al leadership—literary and scholastic
which she carried in the characteristic ability—physical soundness and vigor
way of the Indian, in a pouch strapped as demonstrated by interests in sport
upon her back.
and in other ways. Financial need
H er duty done after the reunion of of the student will be considered, bat
the parties below the Yellowstone un-1 the most important factor will be the
der Lewis and Clark, who had taken individual’s ability and promise.
different routes east, Sacajawea and
These, a wards are to be gifts with
her husband were bidden farewell at out the obligation of repaym ent For
the Mandan village.
the college year 1928-29, only one uni
“Painting by Paxson.”
versity regional scholarship will be
In the Treasure room of the Univer available in the W est When the plan
sity library is a painting by the cele shall have become fully operative by
brated Paxson, depicting Sacajawea progressive selection of students in
gazing eastward after the departed each of the next four incoming classes,
white explorers. Long did she gaze, a total of 12 such scholarships, three
as tradition now says, but never in each class, is contemplated.
dreaming th at by. her effort a new
world had been won for the Ameri
cans.
ARC AD E

Two hundred charts displaying the
Riedell color theory were placed on
exhibition in the fine a rts department,
third floor, Main hall, Monday momg and remained there until today.
In the first paragraph of an article
appearing in the May issue of “Every
day Art,” written by Prof. Riedell, is
an explanation of the theory embodied
in the charts which are to be placed
on exhibition.
“The Riedell color theory is not con
cerned with representation, problems
of light and share, or color perspec
tive as developed in photographic col
oration or natural objects. I t is con
cerned with the individual expression!
and it is of vital importance in all
problems of color choice, giving the
student or professional the power to
think constructively.
“First as regards color preference;
second, as regards color proportion;
third, the power to build colors.”
The student develops Ideas in regard
to proportion, colors preferred together
and the power to build with color,
through the use of these charts, Prof.
Reidell explained. In the marking of
the charts the students devise a color
dictionary, discover color proportions
for all groupings and principally, dis
cover for themselves what they like
and w hat they desire to work with.
Today an exhibit of the work ac
complished by the students in Prof.
Riedell’s classes during the first six
weeks of the summer vacation will be
placed on e x h i b i t . ______________

FAR LEY CO.

Phone 2137

STUDENTS STORE GETTING
THOROUGH HOUSECLEANING

Phone 2171

Everything in Groceries,
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables

Though the Student’s store has had
rath er a “moving out” appearance the J
last few days, it is merely being re
painted and generally renovated, ac
cording to “Mac” the store manager.
McCulIuni is taking advantage of
the slack in business daring the sum
mer months to make a general “house
cleaning” and make a few needed
changes before the fall quarter.

TEACHERS, ENROLL W IT H U S!
We have listed at present many desirable high school and
jnnior high school positions. We especially need men and
women who have had some training in Music or Athletics.
Our territory is the entire Northwest.

FREE ENROLLMENT. Write today for registration blank.

Missoula Laundry Co.
111-117 East Spruce Street

M O N T A N A TEA C H ERS AGENCY

Phone 2311

BAKER, MONTANA

MISSOULA, MONTANA
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T H IR S T Y ? ?
T ry Our Fountain
Service
c

I

Associated Students'
Store

|

M EN'S HIKING BREECHES

|

=

of durable quality

E

On the Campus

“For Better Photos”
Phone 2028

•

DISPLAYED IN CHARTS

W ILSON'S CAFE
Women Cooks

123-129 East Main

Missoula, Mont. |

E
Just what you need while on the week-end trips into the
= hills. T hey are made of a durable whipcord and are smart
= looking.
E
See our other supplies also.

E
E
=
E

i

j

$ 2 .9 8
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40c Special Lunch
Next to Rialto
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PATRONIZE
T Y P E W R IT E R S

Kaimin
Advertisers

A ll makes SOLD, R ENT E D
and REPAIRED.

Special Rental Rates to
A ll Students

Lister Typewriter
Service
112 East Broadway

Phone 2457
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MONTANA

KAI MI N

SCHOOL TOURNEY FISHING GLASS HELD
IE
IS PROGRESSING

PSYCHOLOGY CLASS VISITS STATE
INSANE ASYLUM AT WARM SPRINGS!

8U,“ t a t o S 3” 1121 DORR SHELLS ATTENDS i
TREE PLANTERS' MEET]

Walter Burrell Describes Only Three Matches Yet
“Hell’s Half Acre”
To Be Played in the
In Letter.
Preliminary.

I

K M n f t y fwwtod at Manda
S. IK Meeting; Farms VWted.

D., where be bad been attending
fereneu of the Stale and Govci
I Tree Planter*. North and Sou
was fob kota. Wyoming, Colorado, Net
ion of the KanaflH, Iowa, Minnesota, Sasl
lowed by a gen
dormitories, groands and1 hospital wan and Manitoba were reprci
building*, after iirbieb were clinic dern- Prof. Skceia was the only repri
castration* by I )r. Edward Lteuranoe j l i v e from Montana.
and Dr. Gladys V. Holmes c
A git-nt deal of time was *V
ilera The
ous forms of ui
many farms in eastern North
cum* denwmstrailed lucludn 1 dementia
t and
prawox, wmplot« dementia, catatonia. shelter belts, a* the principal ii
neurasthenia, nletaucbojia, Hunting- of the oonforence was centered i
ton’s creole and psyfbopatllie person-1phase (i>f tree planting. Visits
silty.
made tc►the North Dakota stilt
At present theire are more than 1000 scry at Bottineau and (he gover ent
patient* under 1refitm ent iin tho bos-1nursery a t Mandan. Every
■ ■ P i et uing
pUal. More than half of those are during the tour a program was premm. Thera are about ISO employes pared by some of the representatives.
Professor Skeels states that wher
ever the farmers are showing an in
Both dormitories contain spacious, telligent care of the trees planted, that
well-ventilated rooms equipped with remarkable success has been obtained
single beds. The men's dormitory has in the growth of windbreaks and shel
been recently repaired through the i ter belts. Prof. Skeels added th at in
construction of steam and water pipes touring the state as they did, they
under the building, and the repairing were amazed a t the remarkable differ
of walla and floors on the first floor.; ence In the homes and general sur
The hospital building is a fine large roundings of farms where trees had
brick structure with a large lawn been planted. “It is the making of
which Is planted with shade trees and many of the farm homes," he stated.
flowers. On the basement floor a re 1 Trees that are generally used in the
found the baths, and laboratories planting of windbreaks and shelter
where examinations are made of new | belts Include box elder, green ash, elm,
patients.
carragana, a tree originally imported
The dining room of the women’s tie- from Siberia, Russian olive and the
part men t is used for social gatherings! northwestern poplar, the resultant hy
of the patients, such as dances and brid of a cross between the quaking
picture shows.
asp and the balm of Gilead. Several
Tho large ground space around the | species of pines are also to be found
buildings accommodates the large num- j as windbreaks.
her of patients who are able to go
about unattended.
Patients who are able are allowed
to participate In the farming activities
which are carried on, under tho direc
tion of the institution. This produc
The water of the University swim
tion is augmented by contracting with ming pool is exceptionally clean and
nearby ranchers for additional pota free from bacteria, according to Miss
toes and grain. The institution also Leona Baumgartner, instructor in biol
maintains its own dairy, sheep, poul ogy.
try, horse and swinery departments.
The bacteriology classes during the
The Montana State Hospital was past week have been testing various
established in 1877.
things for their content of bacteria.
Water from both the University pool
and the Crystal pool was tested. Both
proved to be pure, although the Uni
versity pool was the cleaner.
The class also spent some time test
ing root beer taken from the stands
down town, soda water, milk from the
dormitories, meat and cheese. This
University Pastor Will At work has proved exceptionally inter
esting to the class, Miss Baumgartner
tend Assembly.
stated.
Hew W. L. Young, director of the
School of Religion at the State Uni
versity, and Mrs. Young will leave
Missoula Friday for Chicago where
they will visit with their parents.
From there they will go to New York,
J. H. Allison, connected with the
stopping en route a t Washington, D. school of forestry at the University of
C. They will sail on August 4 on the Minnesota, left Saturday on his re
“Rotterdam" for Rotterdam, Holland. turn trip after about a week’s visit
Rev. Young will attend the interna
Mr. Allison, during his visit in Mis
tional congress of ministers, on peace, soula, conferred with Rutledge Parker,
to be held In Amsterdam, August 14 state forester, In regard to forestry in
to 17. Later he will go to Erde, Hol Montana. He also visited the nursery
land, for the World Youth Peace con and the University forestry school. Mr.
gress, to be held August 17 to 20.
Allison and Mr. Parker have been
Following the congress, Rev. and friends for more than 20 years, dating
Mrs. Young plan to visit with Profes from when they were both stationed on
sor R, 0. Hoffman, professor of what is now the Coconia National for
French at the State University, and i est in Arizona. They later both a t
his family, who are now in Ghent, Bel-1 tended the Yale forest school and Mr.
glum. Professor Hoffman is on leave I Allison, upon graduation, was connect
of absence from the University.
ed for many years with the United
Before returning to the United i States forest service. He joined the
States, Rev. and Mrs. Young will tour j faculty of the Minnesota school of
England and Scotland. They plan to forestry in 1913.
sail for New York on September 12,
and will arrive in Missoula in time
LAW SCHOOL GRADUATES
for the opening of the fail quarter.
TO COMPETE IN ELECTION
Rev. Young is being sent to Europe
by the Student Fellowship group of
An interesting coincidence has re
the State University as Montana's del
sulted from the recent primary elec
egate to the congresses.
In addition to teaching courses iu tion in Liberty county.
J. Harvey McAlear, graduate of the
religion at the State University, Rev.
Young has sponsored the International Law School with the class of 1926
club, the Student Fellowship group, has won the Democratic nomination
and has worked with the student for County attorney and will be op
groups in the various churches of Mis posed by Hawley Wlmond who has
been returned the nominee on the Re
soula.
publican ticket. Wlmond is a grad
uate with the class of 1922 Mc
Alear is the present incumbent while
Wlmond held office the preceding

Bacteriology Classes
Test Water in Pool

m. i l i O i e

WILL SAIL AUGUST 4

J. H. Allison Returns
To U. of Minnesota

U. S. C. Trojans Return
After Trip in Orient

University of Southern California's
harebell
playing a schedule of
40 games in the orient, is now wind
ing up its tour in Manchuria, accord
ing to word from Coach Sam Craw
ford. The Trojans expect to start
•ailing homeward soon after August
1. Crawford said. The Southern Cal
ifornians have now been in the orient
fur two months and have had a high
ly mccesaful trip, both from the
standpoint of winning games and
Making friends for the United States
Among the people visited.
Dr,
Mr
5. Srhreiber w tevtata«d at an Informal dinner Tues
day evening.

NOTICE.
Participants in the handicap
golf tournament.
Please play off your semi-final
matches as soon as possible so
that the tournament may be con
tinued and the concluding matches
played before the end of the sum
mer session. Those who do not
wish to take part In the revela
tion tourney should cross their
names from the schedule on the
bulletin board in the Men’s gym
nasium.

A letter was received this week by
Professor R. L. Housman of the Jour summer session tennis tournament has
nalism school from Walter Burrell and been played, and only three prelim:ed off.
Tom Duncan, students in the Journal
ism department, who left Fort Benton I Z. Voorhees, who won from Hinds, in
I
the
preliminaries,
defeated
Blumenlast May 18 to make a canoe trip
I down the Missouri and Mississippi J thal.
I In the other semi-final games, Kill,
rivers to New Orleans.
Walter Burrell, writing from Hell's I who won from McCarthy, will play
Half Acre, Missouri, depicts a colorful I Kunzie, who won from Voorhees.
picture of that notorious district. He Pardee defeated Geer and will play
Johnson, who defeated Hanawnlt
“I have at my side my six shooter, will play Isaacs, who emerged victorloaded and in a handy position, for Weingnrtner won from McMillen and
this is a tough place; negroes and ionsly over Olson. Bolin is unmatched
whites—most of them unemployed— for the preliminary games.
The remaining preliminaries which
are engaged in living by their wits
beyond the recognized codes of organ have not yet been played a re : Boyer
ized society. The police have found vs. Noe, Jacobs vs. Kretschner, and
several bodies (weighted) In the giant Forthum vs. Armstrong. Miss Hanaeddy that laps the shore some three walt wishes that these matches be
feet from our tent. A body was fished played off as soon as possible so that
out last night tied to a large rock. the tournament can be finished before
Immediately we heard from various the summer session ends. Those who
neighbors that it could not be blamed do not wish to play the matches for
onto them for this and th at reason. which they are scheduled should strike
A murder indictment along the river their names from the list on the Corbin
is considered a badge of merit. . . . hall bulletin board.
Although Miss Hanawalt is leaving
Among our friends here, several are
wearing such badges. The police have this week for California the tourney
taken n few machine guns from this will continue, as the participants can
part of town (captured in battle with mark up the results of their matches
bank robbers). Moonshine seems to as they are played.
be the only food. Fighting and steal
ing is unrestricted as long as it is
confined to this district. Murder at
tracts no more attention than the oth
er two diversions.
Forest Foor, summer school student,
In the past the county paid fifty
dollars for each body recovered from won the championship in the annual
Garden
City golf course handicap
the river. . . . now the fishermen
let them drift down stream when they tournament, defeating Kirk Badgley in
find one in their nets. They say that the finals.
Badgley had defeated Higbee,* one
they don’t want to pick them up for
up, in the semi-finals to earn the right
nothing.
A fisherman is one whose legal rat to play in the championship fight,
ing is the catching of fish for the while Foor downed Harry Adams,
market when his still is not in opera two up.
Mr. Foor is an instructor in the
tion, or when be has been unable to
make a haul th at will feed him until Helena high school and is attending the
he is again able to resume operations. University this summer, in order that
I t is a.carry over from job to job. I he may complete his work for a mas
think there are some honest people ter's degree in education. He also is
along this river, but they are certainly a graduate of the University with the
class of 1925.
in the minority."
Tom Duncan and Walter Burrell ex
pect to soon reach St. Louis, and then WINNIFRED FEIGHNER WILL
STUDY AT U. OF CALIFORNIA
continue to New Orleans—which will
end their river voyage. Burrell writes
Winnifred M. Feighner, assistant li
that the trip is a beautiful one—in
spite of Hell’s Half Acre—but to be brarian, will leave August 1 for Berk
really enjoyed would require a year eley, Cal., where she will enroll in the
or two. They are carrying on their University of California a t the begin
canoe a special pennant of silver, cop ning of the fall term. Miss Feighner
per and gold, having the University plans to do graduate work for a year
in the library school and will return
name and seal.
to Missoula in the fall of 1929. Miss
Feighner wil be accompanied by her
LEONA BAUMGARTNER TALKS
mother.
ON METHODS OF TEACHING

Forest Foor Captures
City Golf Tournament

Miss Baumgartner, instructor in bi
ology gave a special lecture yesterday
afternoon to her hygiene class and
others interested on
methods of
teaching hygiene and. physiology in
the grades and high schools.
The class in hygiene requested Miss
Baumgartner to give this lecture as
it is made up largely of teachers who
are interested in knowing something
of this subject and who wish to know
the places to get materials for this
work.

Let Us Do Your

Photo Finishing
Those glossy prints at no extra
charge.
Films Developed Free

Speaks for Itself

Summer Lunches for
Summer Students
HIGH SCHOOL C ANDY
SHOP
More and Better for Less

{Ci

xind that '•unifies
of this diamond
In spite of the sweltering tempera
(Continued from Page 1 )
ture a small crowd turned out for the
the varions things by. which the cbtiSigma Phi Epsilon-~ — ------ 14.84
weekly fly-casting class yesterday.
dren are surrounded, attended, and
Sigma Chi ___
The class is now being conducted by
served suddenly emit. 1.Jxeir souls and
................ 14.33
Phi
Sigma
Kappa
tec, as though of
Jack Boehme, champion fly caster.
become alive. We sec
....18.69
Mr. Cummings has left for an extend
Scholastic averages for extra-cnrric- I human form. lig h t comes out of the
Lamp; Fire, Water. Milk, Sugar and
ed trip. Bait casting and fly casting ular activities are:
Bread ami even the Dog and Cat all
were practiced. Dr. W. E. Schreiber,
Kappa Tan _____----- 3i .69
come from their accustomed places.
one of the members of the class, is be
M ortar Board ___ ------------- 28.60
coming very proficient and was seen
Oratory ________ ---------.26.40 I These accompany tho Fairy nad the
children. They go to the Palace of the
casting around. 100 feet.
Debate
.._______ 22.21
Fairy. The Fairy Instructs Light to
Silent Sentinel .... ________ 20.55
This class is mainly for the purpose
I
be the guide of the children.
Masquers -__ __ ... ............. 19.80
of improving and teaching casting.
The third scene reveals the chldren
________ 18.89
Casting is .practical because at times
still in search of the Bluebird—this
________ 18.59
Tana ns ,■_......... .
one can cast into a hole down a stream
time In a graveyard. Here Mytyl asks
“M" Club ----------- _______ .16.59
and be quite a distance away, or on
J “Where are the dead?" And Tyltyi re
Varsity Baseball .... _____ .......16.44
a lake, as the fish jump, one can cast
plies, “There are no dead I" Then
Rear P a w .............. ....... ..........14.11
in th at direction.
Tyltyi and Mytyl go alone to what Is
Freshman class officers stood high- described as the home of their late
This class in fishing and fly casting
is held every Wednesday afternoon at est among the list of class leaders av- grandparents, the way to which lies
eraging 21.25. The sophomores sec- over the threshold of the Land of
4 o’clock.
ond with 21.00. Seniors third with Memory.
19.50, and juniors fourth with 18.00.
Then Light guides them into the

T0H1ENT BEGINTODAY
Preliminary matches in the state
tennis tournament will begin today on
the Greenough and University courts,
and will continue until the semi-finals
are played Sunday. All entries were
in yesterday for all divisions of the
tournament, which consists of men’s
and women’s singles and doubles and
mixed doubles. The junior and juve
nile tournaments will also open today.
Last week’s entries included the
names of several regolar University
students. The Mario brothers, Roberto
and Segundo, will play doubles in the
tourney, and Roberto will participate
in the singles. Von Mackenstadt of
Dixon, who was the runner-up in the
University tournament this spring,
will play singles, and will team up
with his father in doubles.

Corner Pine and Higgins
PHONE 3231

Butte Cleaners
HIGH CLASS CLEANING
and
DYEING
Phone 3131
506 S. Higgins

South Side Pharmacy
Kodak Developing and
Photo Albums

192$ SUMMER SESSION
THIRD TERM
Opens for Three Weeks Beginning July 30
COURSES OFFERED IN:
Biology
Botany
Business Administration
Economics and Sociology
Education
English
Mathematics
Music
Pharmacy

RECREATIONAL WEEK-END EXCURSIONS
Into the Canyon of the Big Blackfoot including an Inspection of the Large Lumber Mill
of the Anaconda Company at Bonner.
T o the National Bison Range near the Mission of St. Ignatius where Herds of Bison, Elk,
Antelope, Deer and Mountain Sheep are kept.
Over Mt. Stuart into the Rattlesnake Lake Basin where there are Tw enty Lakes in addi
tion to Streams, Little Glaciers and Great Moraines.

C O M P E T E N T R E SID E N T A N D V ISIT IN G F A C U L T Y
SPECIAL LEC TUR ERS
A FULL E X T R A -C U R R IC U L A R PROGRAM
COURSES OF P A R T IC U L A R IN T E R E ST T O —
Teachers
Superintendents

Principals
Parents

Leading Shoe Shop
514 S. Higgins

Rainbow Barber Shop

ZIP AUTO LAUNDRY
. A OW L T A X I
1KA SHIN G ~ G R E A S IN G

School Supervisors
Other Professional People

Expert Shoe Repairing

Phone 3511

25c T axi
P hone 3678

Fine Arts
Foreign Languages
History and Political Science
Home Economics,
Journalism
Library Economy
Physical Education
Psychology
Religion

T H IR D TER M
We Stand for Quality Work and
Service

and Beanty Parlor

Miss Alice Veit, who was graduated
from the State University in June, is
a patient in S t Patrick’s hospital
Miss Veit underwent a successful op
eration on Tuesday.

Opens for Three Weeks Beginning July 30

Five Barbers a t Your Service
Ladies’ liair Cutting Parlor
in Connection

The Barber Shop do Luxe for
Ladies and Gentlemen Who Care
Phone 2443
136 Higgins
___ W. H. DOBSLOFF. Prop.

Indications th at Major Milburn will
have some stalw art huskies back for
his gridiron squad next fall were re
ceived a letter received from Pierce,
Idaho, recently.
“Big Lou” Vierhus, Carl Walker,
Clarence Muhlick and Salt Harmon
have been engaged the past summer in
handling a "gypo" crew for the Clear
water Timber company in Northern
Idaho.
According to their letter, they have
made a financial success of the under
taking and will return to the Montana
campus September 15, when the train
ing session starts. Muhlick and Walk
er, both weighing 215 pounds, are new
comers to the varsity squad, while
Harmon won his varsity sweater as a
member of the team last fall.

Kingdom of the Future—an Azure pal
ace, where are countless children
“waiting to be born."
In the third act the children and
their companions are in the Palace of
Night, where they have many strange
experiences. Finally after a visit to
the Palace of Happiness Tyltyi and
Mytyl again find themselves at home.
At varions times during their journey
they have seen w hat they thought to
be the Bluebird. But they never really
succeeded in getting it, and in the end
we learn th at all the while they have
been in a dream.
The children represent Humanity
seeking for knowledge.. The play is
an allegory of the search for truth,
and the happines th at ensues from
seeking it.

The State University of Montana

Higgins and So. Third

FLORENCE HOTEL
BARBER SHOP

Many Veterans Back
For Football Season

Harkness Drug Store

College People Enjoy

The Blue Parrot

B n -----—
. .
TRIDELTANDI. T. 0. LHD *Blue
Effectively Presented
INTHE YEffilY IYERAGES

T Y PE W R ITE R S

W IT H COURSES OFFERED IN—
Home Economics
Journalism
Library Economy
Mathematics
Pharmacy
Physical Education
Psychology

Biology
Botany
Business Administration
Economics and Sociology
Education
English
Foreign Languages
History and Political Science

All makes Rented and Repaired

We suggest a new
Corona Portable
for your school
work.

R EC REA TIO N AL W EEK -END EXCURSIO NS
Into the Bitter Root Mountains to Lo Lo Pass and Lo Lo Hot Springs, from which
may look into the Idaho Clearwater Region.
one
Into the Heart of the Mission Range for two days and a night in “The Canyon of
Thousand Cataracts” where the Water Falls from every side.
*

Sales Agent for Remington,

L. C. Smith and all makes of
portable typewriters.
We deliver and call for rented
typewriters.

Frank G. Swanberg
Your home typewriter man
118 E. Broadway
Phone 4492
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For Information about tho Third Term and Courses of Study Write:

T H E D IRECTO R OF T H E SUM M ER SESSION
STATE UNIVERSITY
MISSOULA
MONTANA

